"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things:
Of shoes- and ships- and sealing-waxOf cabbages and kingsAnd why the sea is boiling hotAnd whether pigs have wings."

Lewis Carroll
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The stone-eyed, soot-covered Christ
stolen from his one thousand year throne
finally found a place
on a wall
looking at some tenement
on a street
where twenty people
crowed into a few rooms
suffered for a time
in winter
children would play at his feet
in summer
puddles of blood
fell there
but he never wept
only waited
and then one day
a dying beggar
scribbled something about
' 'inherit' '
on the base
and the Christ
never wept
only waited
Allan Anderson
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KINO-NO ASA
Life should be longer.
For some life is too long.
A child is born on the bridge between life and death .
To be is to be forever present in life.
Lover's love because they are afraid not to.
True courage is to accept truth.
Give me a quiet place to create
Strips of wood , oil, brushes and wine
Italian bread and cheese and sausage
And I will paint for you.
Tomorrow is an extension of today.
Just one more day to cry.
Just one more day to know the inability to love.
Nite is day, painted in darker hues.
Nite brings the heat of love.
Nite is man's reward.
Nite is the time to discard the false guise portrayed under light.
Sight.
Time is to hear a telephone ring and to answer it.
Time is to hear a telephone ring and to . . . . . . . .

I have an exam monday.
I will find out if I

know as much as
I think I believe

I do.
I bought a small canvas sunday.
I think I 'll give it to Morita.
I feel closed in now with a small canvas.
I don't know if it's my ability to create
or my conceit that has grown.
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My apartment was very interesting.
It had a bamboo floor, sliding door and a low table.
We used to read Colette and Haiku.
Sometimes when she studied her French, I painted.
Winds were cool.
Music was nice
Life was good.
Back from the public bath she cooked soup.
For us.
I painted her nude one saturday afternoon.
Her family liked it.
They bought a frame.
They liked it.
Her brother said she was getting thin.
She packed a lunch for me.
I waited.
No one asked about the bag.
There were jazz coffeehouses near the apartment.
We went there, sat and drank and listened and talked.
Some said I looked like Miles Davis.
I studied ten words a day of Japanese.
People were surprised when I spoke.
I too.
When I understood the beauty she had given me with the words.
I too felt wonder.
The beaches are quiet at nite.
Oshonga-shu
We went too.
French bread.
Italian Sausage.
Cheese and wine.
A rising sun was kind enough to give us beauty and peace.
We sat and listened and talked and looked and felt so much inside.
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Some days it rained .
We sat -Quiet, listening to Chopin and opened the door.
The wind listened too and danced because we had shared .
There .
We would get up early in secret and walk.
The wet deserted streets listening only to the sound of us
and the way water sounds when it's tired of its own
sex-like raving.
Hands clasped.
Huddled close.
We walked and hummed a tune about how we felt.
Together huddled close.
Really us.
One.
Sometimes I would meet her.
She'd be there at that corner.
Waiting.
Me -my feet would go alone fast.
Inside a warmth would come by itself to me.
I would turn my head glad to smile and she saw.
I knew her.
All of her.
Most of her.
She knew me.
I bought a wooden bracelet.
It was hers.
A part of her.
It was there amongst all that junk.
Her arms were so delicate.
so warm.
Sometimes they and her and us
Pushed and hollered and strained and cried
Until.
All one.
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Always that quiet like no other quiet.
That cool, stormy -wave hitting rock windy silence kind of quiet.
Life was good.
I painted.
She wrote, painted and read and loved.
When I went home for a visit.
She let me borrow her suitcase.
It was white, very large and her name was printed
on top in that cellophane case.
I told her that I wasn't going to be gone long.
She said one hour was too long.
She said when I went to the base at least she
knew that I was in Japan and would be home
that nite.
But to leave and go so far.
She said she couldn't see that no pain came to me
that I wouldn't be sad.
If I went so far.
She came to the train station with the suitcase.
She was so quiet.
I had a pain in my stomach.
She had become more a part of me than me.
We stood there and waited.
I left.
She kissed my hand good-bye.
Why did she kiss my hand?
Like a slave.
She turned and left.
no more sound, but that warmth on my hand.
I got a letter from her when I got home.
It came in that light airmail envelope.

She always wrote with such a sense of poetry .
Sometimes like a quiet lonely girl.
Then like a grown woman who knew everything about everything.
My sister told me the letter was there.
Waiting.
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I had become a part of someone else.
They didn't know they were living, but not life.
What we had was more, much more .
I missed her too.
Most of me hadn't come home for a visit.
It was there in that room.
Sitting on that bamboo floor.
Listening to Chopin.
Eating the hot rice.
In the public bath.
Breathing fresh, cool air.
Calling her on the phone.
Sleeping close to her.
My arm around the back of her.
Her head under my chin.
The smell of her hair.
Listening to her quiet breathing.
Pulling the covers up under her chin.
She said I snored.
She said I tossed and turned.
Sometimes.
She said she felt secure with my arm around the back of her.
She said I said her food was good when I was hungry.
Bad when I wasn't.
She said I painted with a sense of poetry.
She said she worried if I came home late.
She imagined I had been hurt.
Was somewhere alone and in pain.
The reason her food tasted so good was because
she was cooking for me and had put so
much of herself in it.
We knew.
Her food tasted special.
We only had one gas burner.
She had supper ready.
Everything hot.
From one burner.
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She cleaned the apartment.
with a short bamboo broom
took a sponge and wiped the floor
[bamboo made the floor dusty)
washed the sheets and my things by hand.
She said last year she had been in California .
In Santa Monica , California.
She went there to an Art School for two years.
She painted mostly in greens.
She said last year she had spent Christmas alone.
Alone in her apartment.
On Christmas.
Where were her friends?
Who had used her kindness.
Who had said "Hi" in school.
Who had asked her so many questions about Japan.
Who asked her to visit their home.
Who used her as a conversation piece.
Who wore her kimono her mother sent her.
Where were they?
How could they leave her alone?
Don't they know how it feels to be truly alone?
Don't they feel?
Don't they care about other people?
To be left alone on Christmas.
We spent Christmas at a hotel.
We wanted to live a little.
To be somewhere on that day instead of just the apartment.
It rained so we couldn't go on a picnic.
So we took the same room we used to take a long time ago.
I brought the turkey .
The guys at the base
when I told them I was going
to spend Christmas with Morita
gave me bread, potatoes, gravy
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and a vegetable. I think it was
corn.
They liked Morita.
I know they usually thought Americans mistreated their
women .
They had seen us together They knew.
She caught the train from the apartment to the hotel.
I met her there.
She had a package.
And she was happy.
And I was happy.
I had bought some saki on the way.
It was in a type of bottle that I hadn't seen before.
The people in the store said it was one of the best kind.
We told the lady at the hotel how we remembered her
and thanked her for being so kind and warm with feeling toward
us.
She took us to our old room and later brought hot tea and small
brown cakes.
Our towels.
Two toothbrushes.
And we asked for the water to be hot
We wished to bathe.
Together.
Like before.
Away from the public baths.
Where the men were on one side.
And the women on the other .
We sat down and sipped our tea.
It was quiet and warm and much like before .
Only we had changed.
Had grown.
Had become more gentle and alive.
We took our bath and she said my back was always dirty.
I smiled.
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She scrubbed .
We knew.
she had brought some pencils for me to sketch with.
And a candle with a holder.
They matched.
They were pink.
We laughed.
We turned off the lights.
In the apartment of the hotel we
ate the turkey, drank the sari.
Life was good.
She worked for a newspaper.
I called her there every morning.
From the base.
She spoke in English.
They couldn't understand.
I spoke Japanese.
They couldn't understand.
She said she had just walked in the door.
She said she knew it was me calling her.
We knew.
Sometimes we went to the first showing of a foreign movie.
The Italian actress was on the screen.
When the lights came on she came out on the stage.
Smiling and saying how she hoped that we liked her
movie.
She said Oyasumi nasai.
And we clapped until our hands were tired.
Morita was very strong in character.
She moved about freely.
She had forgotten.
I used to paint on strips of plywood.
Canvas seemed too soft.
I needed something hard under my brush.
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When I saw someone building something I
always looked for strips of plywood that no one wanted.
She helped me to carry them home.
She said they weren't too heavy for her.
She wanted to show me that she was strong.
She wanted to show me that she wanted to share as much
as possible.
She said she knew how much I had been without
love and that she would take the pain from me and
put a warmth in its place.
She said she knew how gentle I could be .
She said I was Charles when I was kind and boyish.
One day it was so sunny and everything was so much
more than before,
Tears came to my eyes .
When I was going to catch the train to our apartment.
I was happy beyond any happiness.
I felt that God had touched me and cleaned me
Of everything in life that had brought me pain.
I wished I had someplace to cry for that moment
I think all of Morita's love .
All of everything she had given and brought out
of me
Sprang forward in complete existence that day.
I felt reborn .
The sun.
Everthing was bright yellow .
But not that stifling heat.
Bright but not temperature-heat kind of bright.
More bright from an awareness.
Of life and Morita and me.
And us .
Together.
Charles D. Poles
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APHORISMS
Man is that animal nostalgic for the thrill of life he
somehow trained out of his body.
The self cannot be trained - only disguised; the self
is the man quivering beneath his training.
All school is really kindergarten.
The second umbilical cord is woven of choice.
I believe I can save the world, if only I can save my self first.
'I' is a slice of fakery; the real man is always behind
his nouns and pronouns.
Truth has no name; names are idols usurping the truth; kill the names.
Homosexuality is the fear of taking another chance.
All anger is the wish to destroy one's best self, one's best self.
Words are the sound of silence gone bad.
Fear of death is fear of growth.
To find is to lose, but to lose is to find.
All real tears greet a new happiness.
James H. Hancock
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RUSTLING EQUINOX
With his ears
like corncobs
brushing against
its silk,
Like a crook'd neck squash
waiting to hear
the mice running,
He hears the autumn
with its early decay
and decadent frost
He is the man who
misses the summer long.
Robert N. Giuliano
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APPROACH TO SPRING
Splayed feet of winter women spilling
Over oxford shoes, onely plodding
The ancient streets, the moving tongue
The muddy feet; were they once young?
Beckoning swings a sign
Sales and specials: WELCOME SHOPPER
(Debris of winter, worn as death,
Doors that open to raw spring breath.)
These are shards of glass and ladies
Twins of winter that make a city,
Poking buses, exhausted faces
Pale smoke that renders papal graces.
Above this lies another city,
Drawn with snow be-ribboned gullies
Haunched against those rising trees,
Young buds break earth and winter's freeze.
H. S. Rosenblum
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Remember
the fields so green
how alive it was
and far apart
were we
and we never knew
one another
nor cared
for childhood
and its end
was coming
so here we are
my friend
today
without the past
with the feelings
unclear
undefined
nothing's simple
anymore
and yet it is
so basic
to grope for truth
and meet an end
that preaches
a singing "Our Father"
whose guidance is a lie
Allan Anderson
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the upbringer
very early
there were happy
days with little
time for sadness
except when the
christmas tree
fell on the
railroad tracks
and john and john
caught more
butterflies
in father's wild
playgroundvery early
very swiftly
and only mary
said goodbyebut they were
soon forgotten
anyhow-

then
let's choose up
sides and
see who gets
a sure strikeoutunhappy days
with few real
rests for funsometimes sinking
an unheard of
foul shot with
hands stepped
the next day into
the asphalt
ground while
they laughed and
danced around
not even a
little aware of
the dying boy-
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then
the hall reverberated
long after the
never to be
educated herd
had emptied the
beautiful day
and three flutes
the third with
an uncommon
reedy sound
marked time
in many lands
with Yankee
Doodle bandswith god and a
wizard wielding
a wand the world
was left
too far behind to
return again to
its trivial sandswith a few
freed souls the
journey began
ending in the
hidden meadow

just over this hill
or the nextwhere we'll soon
be perhaps
tomorrow or the
day after that
for surebecause he put
the gift in
hand and would
not let them
take it away
though the
price was great
and they suffered for
the child sowisdom wonthe spring
loves the meadow
the meadow the
spring and angels
listen while we
sing coming
up the final
peak before the
journey's end
Harry E. Griswold

·r
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TOMORROW IS ANOTHER NIGHT
I watch the scarlet limbo
And the empty studdering night
Feeling my skin but not knowing
Where and why, better not
Laughter fleets the hundred
And silences capture the fortress
Knowing tomorrow is another night
Screaming hearts with throbing fingers
Peel the empty egg
While masked faces with dice as love
Roll the shattering three
The soft-spoken bandit smiles at the caper
Only leaving the blue alone
To know tomorrow is another night
From his high chair the painted chief
Growls at all that is wrong
And S.O.S. whimpers the clown
But toughened ears don't listen
And crippled eyes turn away
As biting teeth gobble the victim
Leaving scratching claws to sigh till morn
Again the fiery web untangles ·
Yeilding to the first of lights
Knowing tomorrow is another night
Shining ladies tired from their work
Skid from hole to hole
The wrinkled drunk washes the alley
While Cassanova is playing the role
Uniformed supermen guard the junctions
With wood, whistles and steel
Crying angels weep shallow tears
With glass for brains and a mouth for an ear
22

For Cinderella its one o'clock
And for all the rest the same
But no one knows and no one cares
Whispered cries question why
Bones shudder from razored bowls
Today is never yesterday
But tomorrow is another night
Rocco DiGiovanni

THE SEASONING
High-breasted mountain peaks
recall firm youth
and purpose and ideal
upward moving now rounded hills
betray response to time,
to use, wisdom,
and welcome them.
Shelly McDonald
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BURY ME WHERE . . .

If I must die, let it be in Corinth, Athens
or Sparta, where flesh does not lie still in soil
to rot, but transforms into stone,
frozen and white, dances upon the splendid
graves. Life size .
Fathers reaching out for sons.
Mothers clasping daughters hips .
Lovers touching chiseled hands.
Warriors standing steadfast and
dauntless over their burial place.
Kept from the clammy earth, released,
I'll freeze into the shape you want.
A marble imp, laughing wh en others laugh
I'll dance upon the place where
they thought my bones were sown.
Neal
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J. MacCreery

APRIL IN AMERICA*
11

April is the cruelest month ... ''

T. S. Eliot (1922)

Startled by silence, invaded with air,
He suddenly veers from smog and cement,
A victim of unspoken, bodily prayer
Begging to feel a forgotten event.
Alone in a park in early spring
He watches his heart go out to a squirrel
To plead with the rodent to teach him to sing
The magical music which makes a world whirl.
Disjointedly rising he leaves the green bench,
Mechanically walking his way through the rain,
Helplessly crying his own April drench,
Instinctual blessing, industrial pain.
Doctors observe him, seek out their truth,
Teach him to guard his life from the rank,
Restructure another American youth
To work and deposit his love in the bank.
* At a recent international conference on schizophrenia, a psychiatrist
from London said that each year during the spring thousands of young
men and women living in Western industrial society seek in panic psychiatric help -they believe that they are dying. Actually they are experiencing re-birth, they are re-feeling life as they did as children, infants,
they are finding a deeper level of reality beneath the routine, regimented,
repressed existence of normal civilized life. Unfortunately , the doctors
they find are so much a part of normal civilized life themselves , that
the "patient" either readjusts, is Jocked up, or staggers away in confusion.
(Statistics reveal that in America the suicide rate in April is nearly double
that of any other month.)

James H. Hancock
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NOCTURNAL LYRIC
Suddenly
silence screamed .
Rumor rattled across rooftops.
Still.
Since no voice came
to claim
the eerie echo
Everywhere
Anywhere
in the awful alleys
Argument
arranged itself in
Accusations
and rats
Roamed their ritual
Beside
Beneath
Because
Dumb and dark
despair danced
Mocking morning
and
Sullenly
silence strangled.
David Templeman
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OUT OF PLACE
It was all so very quiet. As I laid on my back in bed, I could feel a
slight, warm , dark, breeze flow over my half-naked body. I was uncovered , but still hot. Beads of sweat dripped from between the hairs under
my arms and then slid smoothly down my side around to my back . I
remember thinking that it must be close to two. There was no moon,
but it was one of those summer nights when my eyes acted as if they
had "Superman's X-Ray Vision". I could make out the shapes of almost
everything in my small gray room clearly. The cars going by outside
were swishing past with irregular frequency. A truck went by and shook
the house while my eardrums rang sympathetically. My eyes closed in
an attempt to defy the natural forces and the swishing, man-made ones.
Get some sleep! I had to get up at eight and get myself ready for work.
My heartbeat rocked in my head like a voice from doom so I turned
over on my side. Using my closed eyelids for screens, my brain began
to project pictures. Glaring flashes, sparkling crystals and nite-brite colors
(like a living kaleidoscope) ran across the screens in three dimensions .
Five minutes or five seconds or five hours could have passed. I don't
know. A queer thing happened. It wasn't really queer; just strange to
that part of the day. The phone, next to my bed, hummed. It has a
built-in warning system. When the last digit of my number registers,
it seems to hum for me and say, "I'm going to ring". My chest leaped
when it did ring, and I grabbed it with a jerk.

I think I just grunted and that inert phone said, "Jim? Jim! Is that you?"
''Yeah!''
"Jim, it's Raymie . Debby's been hurt bad in an accident."
" Huh!?!"
"Jim , my aunt was driving! She called . My mom and dad are there now."
"Where? Raymie, where?"
"At the hospital! I wanted to call you. I am going now."
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"Oh my God! ... Which hospital?"
"N orthside . . . . . . . . . . . click."
Click. It was too machine like - it didn't belong. The click.
I jumped up out of bed, but for some reason I wasn't excited - yet.
I dressed quickly, grabbing, in the dark, for pants, shirt and shoes. "My
wallet! Where's my wallet? What if I get stopped by a cop and .. . the
hell with it!'' I ran downstairs and yelled something about the hospital,
Raymie and Debby and the accident. My parents were half asleep and
didn't understand right away. As I ran out the door, I kept hearing,
"What? ... What? ... ", but they heard me. I got in my car and started
it; rushing to get out of the driveway, I stalled twice.
"Debby!", I thought, "She's dead." I couldn't convince myself otherwise. It was like I almost wished she was dead so I could see her in a
coffin, I'd see her funeral, I'd mourn at her grave, I'd put flowers on
her casket and everybody could see the grief that I had. Then I would
go through everything we did together and sink into moods of pain and
separateness.
I stopped looking at the windshield, and quickly looked through it
just in time to see me drive through a red light. ''What if a cop saw me,''
I said outloud, "I don't have my wallet. Well, I've got a good excuse ... "
My hands were wringing wet and the steering wheel glistened. The watered reflections hit my eyeballs whenever I passed under a street light.
Passing under stop lights the wheel turned green . I remember once it
turned yellow.
I entered the parking lot slowly, but had to slam on the brakes - just
to make it official, I guess.
I came in the front door and walked up to the desk. This matterof-fact woman asked if she could help. I wanted to scream, ' 'Please
God!". I only said, "Emergency - Debby Denison?" . She called for this
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Mrs. Grosser. This tall, very thin nurse came up to me; glanced at the
receptionist then led me over to the side of the hall. I told her who,
how and when. She nodded her head once, and asked if I was a relative.
I said, "No." The "no" was just a sound, but her words were sharp
and unnecessary. 'Tm sorry. She was D.O.A."
I knew what she meant. Still I asked faintly, "What?".
Walking down the sidewalk to the parking lot, I looked around it
for the first time. Where was her mother? Her father? Her brother?
Where was anybody? I didn't feel like crying, but tears poured down
my cheeks as I got back into the car. I just sat there looking at the
windshield. My nose began to drip and my mouth filled with phlegm.
It all began. "God, no, no! You can't make me! I didn't really want
it! You know that. I loved her ... I love you, Debby."

Her parents followed the casket down the aisle. I saw the priest,
six yellow-orange candles and black.
The glass became glass again; then the beach - last week or yesterday .
Please tomorrow! Lying on the sand on our backs ... turning on my
side ... the blue sky between her parted lips ... reaching around her
waist . . . pulling close . .. flesh melting ... cupped hand on her warm
breast . . . groan from within ... a short kiss ... our eyes smiled . . .
"Iloveyou" ... "Iloveyou" ... sigh ... wail .. . embrace . . .imbedded in
fabric . .. playful walk ... sullen pallbearers .. . cream-white skin .. . stiff,
black hearse .. . sand in her hair ... to dust thou shalt . . . hand in hand
. . . eased down ... alone.
James L. MacPherson
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YOUTH BLUES
I walked today in the rain with closed eyes
I talked today to a bird of yore
I am today a man of thought
Without a care of myself of them
I sing to God the song of man
With hopes of a better life
I am to earth as dust to clay
Yet am without the soul of man
I stand aside and raise my heart
to tell of sorrows dealt to me and thee
Where stands our hope of love and care?
Where stands a life so beautifully rare
That none can speak a line against you form
and soul?
I sing to man of men, yet I do not sing of men
But I think of thee and your lips
I think not of the birds above but more of you
I sing not of the rights of man but rather of the woes of thee
Your lack of love for me
The song of love has passed us by without a refrain to catch
so dear love I sing no more
Robert N. Giuliano
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INCONSOLABLE

This lady late at night
Will not believe the wind is what it is,
Movement of air making sound
As all things must that move,
Without gender, personality or will
To do her harm or good.
And neither can you say,
"It is a voyager, it is a song,
It is the voice of God",
For she has made reply,
"There is no God, if ladies are alone.
The wind is what it is."
Vincent Prestianni
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I am yesterday's child
come into the world beneath the fire
and torch on high -the light
the fear of two
then four then five then -why?
the days before knew not our thunder
only sticks -then ball -then steel
one died -then two -then many
but not all as now
men talked not of end before
of death yes - but always victors, life
now end frightens them to parlay
on the surface only
death waits beneath
hungry
Allan Anderson
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TOWN HALL HEARING ON A HOT SUMMER NIGHT
Huddled in hot blue suits
posed in stiff argument
relying on the square blue line
of non living design
Hulls of steel, paper strong
All revealed under boxed in light.
The long jawed committee
yawns behind decor
A score of Alderman
sprung live from proper loins
Measure the country's thigh.
0 night of fervent heat
And sweet warm lies
Arrest the logic of right.
H.S. Rosenblum
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A parasol going in 360 different
directions
at the same time according to the
degree
useful: yes.
A parasol closed sharp and at an
acute angle.
useful:
only to decorate umbrella
stands.
Sherry VerHow
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DEATH IS
I see the melting snow
slip from the rock,
desert itself inside
a darkened pool of light.
The wet rock shimmers,
blackens, stains, ,
then dries-all essence
gone.
Death is simple,
wide open everywhere
behind the stone-hard look
of the inevitable come true.
Neal
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CONTRIBUTORS
Allan Anderson: " I am in Liberal Arts, intending to major in history
and hope to write or do someting meaningful someday .''
Rocco DiGiovanni: "A number of people's lives are occupied by loneliness
and anonymity , subtle or not. Love makes the person able to escape
this."
Harry E. Griswold: "On the bank of obscurity, saddened by the prospect
of having to earn a living, my poems are packed with my dusty music
waiting for Nicodemus to wake.''
N. J. MacCreery: "Often I write to confuse people and succeed in confusing myself in the process . Perhaps I'm lost to the inadequacies of
myself, so much so, that when I attempt poetic expression I release
my egotistical ideas to form the psuedo-realities of my being . My poetry
conveys all that is experience, all that is individual. Perhaps this state
I am in is poetry.
James L. MacPherson: ''I have a true love and appreciation for what men
so casually call 'life' and ' nature'. What man really thinks [as opposed
to what he says he does) has always been of great interest to me. I
hope to further my knowledge in philosophy and psychology.''
Vincent Prestianni is an assistant librarian. He is secretary of the Rochester
Poetry Society.
Shelly McDonald: "Fres hman Recreation student, aside from that I prefer
to have the poetry speak for me."
Charles D. Poles: "Hope you like Kina-no Asa (Yesterday's Morning)".
H. S. Rosenblum, an assistant professor of English says, "A poem is the
closest coming to truth I know; the symbolic archeology of language.' '
[It sounds good, although it may really only be a manifestations of
arterioscelerosis.)
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David Templeman is a member of t.h e Dept. of English. He feels that,
''poetry is the superior form of language; it comes closest to recreating
that which it symbolizes."
Sherry VerHow: Sophomore, Liberal Arts, English major, "Love life and
people and sort of an optimistic romantic nut.''
Harry L. Thompson is an assistant professor in the history department.
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